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 Workshop Title / 

Subject 
Workshop Synopsis 

1. Agents of the Internet 

  
Your mission? To decipher the secrets of the digital realm. Help us crack codes and unravel the 

mysteries of reliable versus unreliable online information. This is your chance to develop sharp 

minds and get ready to conquer the digital world. This workshop is your ticket to developing 

sharp minds ready to conquer the digital world. 
  

2. DNA Detectives Your DNA is your superpower, but what would happen if it was stolen? Alert! A SuperDNA bandit 

is on the loose and is stealing the DNA powers of superheroes around the world! We need your 

help as SuperDNA Detectives to crack the case. Embark on a thrilling adventure of learning 

about the power and importance of DNA. Together we will uncover the hidden secrets of DNA - 

and even extract real-life DNA from strawberries to unmask the SuperDNA Bandit! Finally, we 

will use the clues of personalized medicine to recover the DNA powers of our superhero friends. 

Are you ready to be a SuperDNA Detective? 

  

3. Groots Mangrove Greetings Guardians, welcome to Groot’s forest! Superhero Groot needs your help to fight 

climate change! Learn about Mangrove forests and how essential they are for our world. 

Discover how you can make a difference in the battle against climate change. 

4. Gut Guardians Don’t judge a book by its cover! This workshop introduces germs beneficial to the human body, 

contrary to popular belief that they are all bad. Discover more about the germs that serve a 

vital function in maintaining our gut health and the impact this can have on our everyday life. 

  

5. Kids vs. Pandemic Calling all Earthers! Join our Pandemic Heroes vs. Kids Workshop. Be a world leader, scientist, or 

healthcare hero. Help Azulon defeat a pandemic using Covid knowledge. Assign policies, make 

vaccines, and more with facilitators Daniella, Sham, Sonia, and Sidharth. Ready for a hero's 

journey? Let the workshop begin!  

  

6.  Life Cycle of the Star Join us at this workshop where you'll travel on a journey through the life cycle of a star, from its 

wondrous birth to its majestic finale. Humans have expressed their fascination with the 

changing stars for years through various art forms. So, with art as our guide, dive into this life 

cycle and let your creativity shine bright using paint, beads, string, glitter, slime and more to 

explore our own fascinations together. 
  

7.  Microscope Magic Come along with us on a captivating journey into the microscopic world at our ‘Secrets of the 

Unseen: Microscope Magic’ event! Discover all the little wonders that lie beyond the view of 

the naked eye! 

8. Scribbles & Smiles Did you know there’s a connection between how art affects the brain and our emotions? Join us 

for a journey into the brain to meet the chemicals, Cortisol and Serotonin, who will guide you 

through the science behind how art impacts the way we feel. Throughout the workshop you’ll 

have the chance to relax, discover your inner artist, and create your own art piece to take home 

(no experience required)! 


